Even greater potential!
The 115 post for the patio roof

The new optional square 115 post for the weinor Terrazza patio roof delivers what it promises. Benefit from numerous advantages:

- Integrated water drainage
- Cable routing possible through the posts
- Perfect and easier to transform into a Glasoase®
- Timeless design, clean look
The 115 post –
greater benefit all around the patio roof!

Do you want a post for a patio roof that is visually impressive and offers clever functions? Then the square 115 post from weinor is just the right option for you!

**Timeless design**
Clean lines, no visible fixings: the 115’s robust aluminium profiles give a seamless look, excellent stability and a secure construction.

**Simple transformation into a Glasoase®**
Would you like to transform your patio roof into a Glasoase®? Then the square 115 post makes the transition simple. Your weinor specialist partner can easily complete the transformation.

**Integrated, variable water drainage**
The drainage outlet is integrated seamlessly and invisibly within the post. Whether you require the rainwater to be collected in a water butt, drained underground through a soak-away, or dispersed in the conventional way, all are possible!

**Cable routing in the post**
There is plenty of space to place a remote receiver for the awning drive, lighting or heating system inside the post. There are no tangled cables visible from outside. You can even have your garden lighting or fountain connected here.
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